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Abstract
This paper describes our VolcTrans system on
WMT20 shared news translation task. We participated in 14 translation directions. Our basic
systems are based on Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017), with several variants (wider or
deeper Transformers, dynamic convolutions).
The final system includes text pre-process,
data selection, synthetic data generation, advanced model ensemble, and multilingual pretraining.
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Introduction

We participated in the WMT2020 shared
news translation task in 14 directions:
English↔Chinese,
English↔German,
French↔German,
English↔Polish,
English↔Tamil,English↔Pashto,English↔Khmer,
covering language pairs from high to low resources.
In this year’s translation task, we mainly focus on
exploiting self-supervised and unsupervised methods for NMT to make full use of the monolingual
data (Lin et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2019).
We aims at building a general training framework which can be well applied to different translation directions. Our models are mainly based
on the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). Techniques used in the submitted systems include iterative back-translation, knowledge distillation. We
also employed several tricks to improve in-domain
BLEU scores, typically in-domain transfer learning. We also experimented with a multilingual pretraining technique which we proposed recently (Lin
et al., 2020).

2

Baseline Models

We apply two different NMT skeletons for the
shared news translation as our baseline systems.
∗
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We use the implementations in Fairseq(Ott et al.,
2019). All models are trained with Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014). We use the “inverse sqrt
lr” scheduler with 4000 warm-up steps and set the
max learning rate to 5e-4. The betas are (0.9, 0.98).
During training, the batches are made of similar
length sequences, so we avoid extreme cases where
most sequences in the batch are short and we are
required to add lots of pad tokens to each of them
because one sequence of the same batch is very
long. We limit the batch size to 8192 tokens per
GPU, to avoid running out of GPU memory. Meanwhile, to achieve a larger batch size to improve the
performance(Ott et al., 2018), we set the parameter
“update frequency” to 8, and train the model on
8 GPUs, resulting in an actual batch token size =
8192 × 8 × 8. During training, we employ label
smoothing of 0.1 and set dropout rate (Hinton et al.,
2012) to 0.2.
2.1

Transformer

Following Sun et al. (2019); Wang et al.
(2018), we use different architectures for Transformer(Vaswani et al., 2017) to increase the model
diversity and potentially get a better ensemble
model.
• Transformer 15e6d: According to Sun et al.
(2019), a transformer with larger encoder
layer number can learn better representation
of source sentence and get better BLEU scores.
We increase the number of encoder layers
from 6 to 15 layers in the transformer big
architecture which is the same as the Deeper
Transformer in Sun et al. (2019).
• Transformer Mid 25e6d and Transformer Mid
50e6d: To get much better BLEU scores, we
further increase the encoder layer number
from 6 to 25 (Transformer Mid 25e6d) and 50
(Transformer Mid 50e6d) for the transformer

big architecture. However, the model is too
large and can not be trained with GPU, so we
decrease the feed forward size from 4096 to
3072 and the embedding size from 1024 to
768.
• Transformer 15000ffn. According to Sun et al.
(2019), the performance of the Transformer
model is largely dependent on the dimensions
of feed forward network. We use the same architecture as Bigger Transformer in Sun et al.
(2019) which increases the feed forward size
from 4096 to 15000, the attention dropout
from 0.1 to 0.3 and the relu dropout from 0.1
to 0.3. The number of encoder and decoder
layers remains 6.
• Transformer 128hdim and Transformer
256hdim. Bhojanapalli et al. (2020) shows
that a transformer model with larger attention
dimensions can also get better BLEU score.
We increase the head dimension from 64
to 128 (Transformer 128hdim) and 256
(Transformer 256hdim). The number of
encoder and decoder layers remains 6.
• DLCL 25layers. Li et al. (2019) proposes a
transformer variant call DLCL and shows that
this architecture can make deep transformer
get higher BLEU.
2.2

Dynamic Convolution

We also apply dynamic convolution (Wu et al.,
2019) architectures.
• Dynamic Convolution 7e6d: The dynamic
convolution model with 7 encoder layers and
6 decoder layers which is the same architecture proposed in Wu et al. (2019).
• Dynamic Convolution 25e6d: We increase the
encoder layer number from 6 to 25. For layers
above 7, we set the kernel size to 31.

3
3.1

Experiment Techniques
Parallel Data Up-sampling

According to the experiments, data diversity matters for the whole system. Apart from splitting
the monolingual data into several disjoint parts,
we sampled the parallel data so that each model
has different deviations on the parallel data. We
tested bagging sampling (sample with replacement)
and up-sampling(sample with replacement under

the premise of using all data), experimental results
show that when the amount of parallel data is inadequate with respect to the amount of model parameters (such as French↔German, English↔Polish,
etc.), the bagging sampling method reduces the performance of the model; while when the amount of
parallel data is abundant(such as English ↔ German), the bagging sampling method has no significant effects on the performance. On the contrary,
the data up-sampling method never degrades the
performance of the model.
mRASP: Multilingual Pre-training We employed a pre-training method mRASP, which
pre-trains a universal multilingual neural machine
translation model and fine-tune it on specific language directions. Basically, we pre-train a model
using the provided parallel data on WMT2020
of
English↔Khmer,
English↔Inuktitut,
French↔German,
English↔Polish,
English↔Pashto, English↔Tamil, on a shared
vocabulary learned from the above parallel data
plus provided monolingual data of all related
languages. We learn a BPE sub-word vocabulary
with 6000 merge operations. We up-sample the
data from lower resource language data to balance
data amount and only keep tokens that occur more
than 10 times. Finally, we obtain a joint vocabulary
of about 28000 tokens.
We fine-tuned the pre-trained model, for
low-resource directions:
Pashto→English,
English↔Khmer and English↔Tamil.
The
baseline model initialized by this method performs
better than the randomly initialized baseline
model by a large margin. We pre-trained three
mRASP models using the same training data:
Transformer big, Transformer 15000ffn and
Dynamic Convolution. We report in Table 1
the best score in each setting and direction, and
find that mRASP significantly outperforms the
baseline.
3.2

Tag Back-Translation

Recently, back-translation (Edunov et al., 2018)
is a standard method to improve the translation
quality by leveraging the large scale monolingual
data. Starting from WMT19, the source of the test
set is the natural text and the of the test set is the
translationese text. We find the tag back-translation
(Caswell et al., 2019) method can achieve better
BLEU compared with previous methods proposed
in Edunov et al. (2018).

Testset
Random
w/ mRASP

Ps→En

En→Km

Km→En

En→Ta

Ta→En

10.2
13.8

39.3
42.8

12.7
14.4

7.4
9.2

14.0
17.9

Table 1: Comparison between randomly initialized baseline model and model initialized from mRASP model

Direction
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Figure 1: Data Diversity Matters for Final System

To improve the data diversity among single models before model ensemble, we generated the backtranslated data from different monolingual data
using different baseline models, as illustrated in
Figure 1. For high resource data (English, Polish, etc.), we divided monolingual data into several
parts, each containing 10M sentences. However,
for low resource data (Pashto), due to the lack of
monolingual data, we use all monolingual data for
all back-translation tasks.
3.3

Iterative Joint Training

Zhang et al. (2018) proposed an iterative joint training method for better usage of monolingual data
from source side and target side. In each iteration, the S2T(source to target) model generates a
S2T(target to source) synthetic data from the source
side monolingual data and the T2S model generates
a T2S synthetic data from the target side monolingual data. Then, the S2T and T2S model are
trained with the new T2S and S2T synthetic data
to improve the both models performance. In the
next iteration, the S2T and T2S model can generate synthetic data with better quality and their
performance can be improved further. We jointly
trained the S2T and T2S model until they converge.
Experiment results on English↔Polish shown in
Table 2
3.4

Baseline
Iter 1
Iter 2
Iter 3

Knowledge Distillation

Recently, knowledge distillation has been widely
used to improve the performance of models (Sun
et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019). In our knowledge distillation method, student model is trained to fit the
output of teacher models. Concretely, we translate

En→Pl

Pl→En

news20 dev

news20 dev

24.8
27.5
27.8
28.2

29.7
32.6
32.7
33.3

Table 2: Iterative Joint Training for English↔Polish

the source side monolingual data with an ensemble
teacher and a right-to-left(R2L) (Liu et al., 2016)
model teacher.
• Ensemble Model. We divided single models
in the last joint training iteration into k groups
(k=3 in our experiments, resulting in 3 models
in each group) and ensemble models in one
group to as the teacher model.
• R2L Model. We trained one R2L model for
each ensemble group using the same data as
anyone model in this group from the last iteration.
We then use pseudo parallel data from ensemble model as well as from R2L model to train the
student model, without employing parallel data.
3.5

Advanced Tricks

Top-k Checkpoint Average Different from the
conventional checkpoint average approach, which
is to average continuous K checkpoints, we average K checkpoints which have the highest BLEU
scores on the valid set, and find that this strategy
usually leads to significant BLEU improvements
over single checkpoints.
Random Ensemble We adopt a simple yet effective strategy in model ensemble. Rather than select
the best checkpoint from each model (a.k.a. greedy
search), we enlarge the search space: choose
one checkpoint from top-k checkpoints from each
model, and randomly select N combinations from
the entire search space, see Figure 2.

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

choose 1 from top k

……

Model m

choose 1 from top k
randomly select N combinations
Ensemble
Model

Figure 2: Illustration of Random Ensemble

In domain Fine-tuning There exists a domain
mismatch between the obtained system trained with
provided parallel or monolingual training data and
the target test set. In order to alleviate this mismatch, and to improve the translation performance
in the domain of the target test set, we fine-tune the
best single models with development sets for 1-2
epochs.

4

Settings and Results

For all news tasks, all ParaCrawl corpus is cleaned
by the script proposed by Xia et al. (2019). We
trained the baseline using the sampling method described in Section 3.1 with different architectures
showed in Section 2. For the low resource language
pair (English↔Pashto), as showed in Section 3.1,
we pretrained three multilingual models with different model architectures (DLCL 25layers, Transformer 15000ffn and Dynamic Convolution 25e6d)
on all parallel data available in WMT20 except the
English↔Chinese to avoid a large dictionary1 and
fine-tuned the pre-trained models on the their own
parallel data with different data sampling strategies
to get 9 baseline models2 . Then we applied the tag
back-translation, joint training, knowledge distillation and random ensemble methods as described
in Section 3 to get the final translation system. All
BLEU scores were reported with SacreBLEU(Post,
2018).
4.1

Chinese→English

Final Submission We submitted our VolcTrans
online system (unconstrained). The final submission achieves 36.6 BLEU. You can get access to
VolcTrans online system on http://translate.
volcengine.cn/.
1

Large dictionary leads to large parameter size in embed-

ding
2
We randomly combine sampling strategies and model
architectures to get 9 baseline models for each direction. The
performances of the 9 baselines is not the point, what we want
is the model diversity among single models

Direction

En→Zh

Testset

wmt19

Baseline
iterative BT
Ensemble KD
Ensemble System

38.5
38.9
41.5
42.0

BLEU on WMT20
testset submission

44.9

Table 3: Results of English→Chinese by sacreBLEU

4.2

English→Chinese

For English→Chinese, we train English↔Chinese
jointly. We use all parallel data available: News
Commentary v15, Wiki Titles v2, UN Parallel Corpus V1.0, CCMT Corpus and WikiMatrix. After data filtering, XM parallel data remained. We
use MosesTokenizer for English and Jieba for Chinese. After the pre-processing, separate BPE vocabulary is learned with 32000 merge operations
for both English and Chinese on the parallel data.
We sample parallel data of ratio 100%, 110% and
120% with replacement from all parallel data. Then
we train 3 baselines with Transformer Mid 25e6d,
Transformer Mid 50e6d and Dynamic Convolution 25e6d architectures respectively, resulting in
9 baseline models. We employ Newscrawl data as
monolingual data for English. The total amount of
monolingual data is 90M, containing all Newscrawl
2019 data and others sampled from Newscrawl
2014 to 2018. For Chinese, we employ Newscrawl
data, CCMT data and LDC data. We split the
Chinese into 3 parts, each contains 8M sentences.
For iterative back translation stage and ensemble
knowledge distillation stage, each model is combined with different English monolingual data part.
Since there are only 3 parts of Chinese monolingual
data, we use each part for 3 times at each stage. At
the ensemble knowledge distillation stage, we also
employ disjoint monolingual data as the distilling
data. The detailed results of our system is reported
in Table 3.
Final Submission We submitted the ensemble
system of the 9 single models after ensemble
knowledge distillation stage. The final submission
achieves 44.9 BLEU.
4.3

English↔German

For English↔German, we train both directions
jointly. We use all parallel data available: Eu-

roparl v10, ParaCrawl v5.1, Common Crawl corpus, News Commentary v15, Wiki Titles v2, Tilde
Rapid corpus and WikiMatrix corpus. After data filtering, 28M parallel data remained. We use MosesTokenizer for both English and German. After the
pre-processing, a joint BPE vocabulary is learned
with 6000 merge operations on the parallel data.
We sample parallel data of ratio 80%, 90% and
100% with replacement from all parallel data. Then
we train 3 baselines with Transformer Mid 25e6d,
Transformer Mid 50e6d and Dynamic Convolution 25e6d architectures respectively, resulting in 9
baseline models. We only employ Newscrawl data
as monolingual data for both German and English.
The total amount of monolingual data is 90M, containing all Newscrawl 2019 data and others sampled from Newscrawl 2014 to 2018. The 90M data
was divided into 9 disjoint parts, each containing
10M sentences, to jointly train 9 systems separately.
At the ensemble knowledge distillation stage, we
also employ disjoint monolingual data as the distilling data. The detailed results of our system is
reported in Table 4.
Direction
Testset

En→De

De→En

news18

news19

news18

news19

Baseline
iterative BT
KD

47.1
48.6
49.7

42.2
42.6
44.3

45.7
48.1
48.4

41.6
42.2
43.3

Ensemble System

52.2

46.1

49.1

43.8

BLEU on WMT20
testset submission

38.2

43.5

4.4

For French↔German, we train both directions
jointly. The overall parallel data contains 13M
sentences available including: Europarl v10,
ParaCrawl v5.1, Common Crawl corpus, News
Commentary v15, Wiki Titles v2 and WikiMatrix
corpus. We train 9 baseline models, each with different architectures (Transformer 15e6d * 2, Transformer Mid 25e6d, Transformer Mid 50e6d, Transformer 15000ffn, Transformer 128hdim, Transformer 256hdim and Dynamic Convolution 25e6d)
and each group of three models is combined with
3 different sampling strategies (no sample, up sample 120%, up sample 140%)3 , resulting in 9 single models for each direction. We only employ
Newscrawl data as monolingual data for both German and French. The monolingual data contains
90M sentences, including all Newscrawl 2019 data
and others are sampled from Newscrawl 2014 to
2018. The data of 90M pairs is divided into 9
disjoint parts, each containing 10M sentences to
jointly train 9 systems separately. The detailed
experiment results are shown in Table 5.
Final Submission For either direction, the final
submission is an ensemble system of all 9 models
obtained after the knowledge distillation stage. For
the final German→French submission, we replaced
the English quote with the French quote. The final
submissions on Test20 data achieve 35.7 BLEU
for French→German direction and 35.3 BLEU for
German→French direction.

Table 4: Results of English↔German by sacreBLEU

Fine-tune In this step we use the development
sets to handle the domain mismatch problem in
WMT. For English→German direction, we finetune some of the best single models on news2018
for 1-2 epochs, and then get the final ensemble
model from models with fine-tune and models without fine-tune.
Final Submission For either direction, the final
submission is an ensemble system from single models with highest BLEU scores on development sets.
For the final English→German submission, we replaced the English quote with the German quote.
The final submissions on Test20 data achieve 38.2
BLEU for English→German direction and 43.5
BLEU for German→English direction.

French↔German

Direction

Fr→De

De→Fr

Testset

news19

news19

Baseline
iterative BT
KD

26.7
32.4
32.7

31.3
35.6
36.8

Ensemble System

33.9

38.0

BLEU on WMT20
testset submission

35.7

35.3

Table 5: Results of French↔German by sacreBLEU

4.5

English↔Polish

Our English↔Polish systems are based on Europarl v10, ParaCrawl v5.1, Wiki Titles v2, Tilde
Rapid corpus and WikiMatrix corpus. All data add
3

There is little difference among the models with different
sampling ratios, what we are concerned about is the data
diversity caused by different sampling ratios.

Direction

En→Pl

Pl→En

news20 dev

news20 dev

Baseline
iterative BT
KD

24.8
27.8
28.2

29.7
32.7
33.3

Ensemble System

28.7

BLEU on WMT20
testset submission

26.1

Testset

Direction

En→Ps

Ps→En

news20 dev

news20 dev

34.0

Baseline
+mRASP
iterative BT
Ensemble System

8.4
9.6
-

10.2
13.8
16.4
18.0

34.4

BLEU on WMT20
testset submission

10.6

20.0

Testset

Table 6: Results of English↔Polish by sacreBLEU

Table 7: Results of English↔Pashto by sacreBLEU

up to 8M sentences. We train 9 models with different architectures (Transformer 15e6d * 2, Transformer Mid 25e6d, Transformer Mid 50e6d, Transformer 15000ffn, Transformer 128hdim, Transformer 256hdim and Dynamic Convolution 25e6d)
and each group of three models is combined with
different sampling strategies (no sample, up sample 120%, up sample 140%) on both directions.
We only used Newscrawl as English monolingual
data. The English monolingual data contains 90M
sentences, including all Newscrawl 2019 data and
others sampled from Newscrawl 2014 to 2018. We
divide the data into 9 disjoint parts. Since Polish Newscrawl corpus only contains 3M sentences,
we additionally employ the Polish common crawl
data. We sample 90M sentences from the Polish
common crawl data which is then divided into 9 disjoint parts. Each part contains 10M common crawl
sentences and 3M Newscrawl sentences. Then we
apply the joint training and knowledge distillation
as described in Section 3. The detailed experiment
results are shown in Table 6.

tuned from the pre-trained models have lower
BLEU score than the baseline model trained from
scratch, so we use the 9 baseline models which are
trained with different architectures and sampling
strategies. The English monolingual data has 90M
sentences containing all Newscrawl 2019 data and
others sampled from Newscrawl 2014 to 2018. We
divide the data into 9 groups. The detailed experiment results are shown in Table 7.

Final Submission Our final submission is an
ensemble system consisting of all 9 models obtained after the ensemble knowledge distillation
stage. The final submissions on Test20 data achieve
26.1 BLEU for English→Polish direction and 34.4
BLEU for Polish→English direction.
4.6

Final Submission For Pashto→English, our final submission is an ensemble model consisting
of all 9 models obtained after the ensemble knowledge distillation stage. For English→Pashto, we
find the ensemble model has lower BLEU score
than the best single model, so we use the best
single model as our final submission. The final
submissions achieve 10.6 BLEU on wmt20 testset
for English→Pashto direction and 20.0 BLEU for
Pashto→English direction.
4.7

English↔Tamil
Direction

En→Ta

Ta→En

news20 dev

news20 dev

Baseline
+mRASP
iterative BT

7.4
9.2
11.8

14.0
17.9
23.8

BLEU on WMT20
testset submission

7.9

19.7

Testset

English↔Pashto

For English↔Pashto, we used all parallel data
containing 13M sentences available as follows:
ParaCrawl v5.1, Wiki Titles v2 and the Khmer
and Pashto parallel data. For Pashto→English,
we fine tune the three pre-trained models on all
data with different sampling strategies. Each pretrained model is fine tuned with three different
sampling strategies and we get 9 models. For
English→Pashto, we find that the models fine-

Table 8: Results of English↔Tamil by sacreBLEU

For English↔Tamil, we use all parallel data
containing 533K sentences in total. We use all
provided Tamil monolingual data. Following the
procedure of English↔German, the English monolingual data contains 90M sentences, including all
Newscrawl 2019 data and others sampled from
Newscrawl 2014 to 2018. The 90M data was di-

vided into 9 disjoint parts, each containing 10M
sentences. For Tamil, we don’t apply tokenizer and
the raw text is directly split by BPE subword. We
fine-tune the three pre-trained models on all parallel data with two different sampling strategies: no
sample and up sample 120%, resulting in 6 models. We then conduct back translation for one iteration afterwards, each using one part of the English
monolingual data for generating English→Tamil
pseudo data, and all Tamil monolingual data for
generating Tamil→English pseudo data. The detailed experiment results are shown in Table 8.
Final Submission For both English→Tamil and
Tamil→English directions, our final submission
is a single model. The final submissions achieve
7.9 BLEU for English→Tamil and 19.7 BLEU for
Tamil→English.
4.8

English↔Khmer
Direction

En→Km

Km→En

news20 dev

news20 dev

Baseline
+mRASP
iterative BT
Ensemble System

39.3
42.8
46.5
-

12.7
14.4
16.9
17.8

BLEU on WMT20
testset submission

51.8

17.6

Testset

Final Submission For Khmer→English, our final submission is an ensemble model consisting
of all 9 models after the iterative back-transkation
stage. For English→Khmer, we find the ensemble
model has lower BLEU score than the best single model, so we use the best single model as our
final submission. The final submissions achieve
51.8 BLEU on wmt20 testset for English→Khmer
direction and 17.6 BLEU for Khmer→English direction.

5

Conclusion

This paper describes VolcTrans’s NMT systems
for the WMT20 shared news translation task. For
all directions, we almost adopted the same strategies, except for low-resource language pairs, we
employed multilingual pre-training to boost the
baseline models. We found that splitting the monolingual data into disjoint parts is an effective way to
increase data diversity among single models, which
is an important premise for building strong ensemble models. Our final systems achieved significant
improvements, usually 3 to 5 BLEU scores, over
baseline systems by integrating techniques such as
tagged back-translation, iterative back-translation,
random ensemble, knowledge distillation.
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Table 9: Results of English↔Khmer by sacreBLEU

For English↔Khmer, we used all parallel data
containing 4M sentences available as follows:
ParaCrawl v5.1 and the Khmer and Pashto parallel
data. For Khmer, we extract a dictionary from the
Khmer and Pashto parallel data. The km data in
this dataset is separated by a special token 2̆00b.
Loading this dictionary in the Jieba tokenizer, we
get a Khmer tokenizer. We preprocess the Khmer
data with our Khmer tokenizer followed by BPE
subword. We fine tune the three pre-trained models
on all data with different sampling strategies. Each
pre-trained model is fine tuned with three different
sampling strategies and we get 9 models. We use
all provided Khmer monolingual data. The English
monolingual data has 90M sentences containing
all Newscrawl 2019 data and others sampled from
Newscrawl 2014 to 2018. We divide the data into 9
groups. The detailed experiment results are shown
in Table 9.
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